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Emmylou Harris is, with Linda
Ronstadt, one of the reigning
queens of countiy rock. Rut while
Ronstadt has become g veritable
superstar through her kittenish
sensuality and her powerful vocals, Harris5 following continues
to grow solely on the strength of
her performance. Her fourth album, Quarter Moon In a Ten
Cent Town, is a genuine pleasure.
It is a smorgasbord of country
• rock styles, each cut reminiscent
of successful tunes from earlier
releases. Harris is an interpreter
of other people's songs, not a
singer/songwriter. But she has always chosen her material well and
(htarterMoon Is no exception.
The opening sonc. "Easy From
Now On," written for her by Susanna Clark and Carlene Routh,
is a slow, acoustic-electric blend
that gives Harris full play for her
exceptional voice. She is gutsier
Dan Reeder
on the country bar rocker, "Two Emmylou Harris, country rock queen
More Bottles of Wine" and then
slips easily into Dolly Parton's "Green Rolling Hills of West Vir- these problems through self-par"To Daddy." This is a haunting ginia," a powerful song about ody, writing with the passionate
ballad about her housewife moth- leaving home for work in a north- frustration of a talented stylist
confined to a position in the deer's pain and isolation, and the ern city.
vocals are so smooth that the song
In the past, Harris has record- sign department of Checker Cabs.
Despite a brief flirtation with
has almost slipped, by before the ed with excellent studio musicians.
power of the lyrics hits. When On Quarter Moon she combines fame a few years back stemMama leaves, "she never meant them with her own newly-organ- ming from a top-ten hit, "Dead
to come back hoinc/Jf she did, ized Hot Band: Rodney Crowell Skunk," and a three-show stint
she never did say so/to Daddy." (guitar), Glen Hardin (piano), as a troubadour on the TV show
Two slower songs by Jesse Win- Emory Gordy (bass), John Ware M*A*S*H, Wainwright has nevchester ("Songbird" and "Defy- (drums), Hank DeVito (pedal er fulfilled the expectations of
ing Gravity") are rendered sweet- steel) and the inimitable Albert Clive Davis when he cleared out
ly, but without much punch. The Lee (lead electric guitar). Assist- his Columbia stable to form Arband's acoustic guitarist Rodney ed by outstanding sidemen, the ista Records. His seven albums,
Crowell also provides two songs. band produces tight, driving spanning three labels, have gar"Ain't Livin' Long Like This" is musical backdrops for Harris' nered disappointing sales, averaging 70,000 copies each. A seaa honky-tonk rock tune, suitable exciting vocals.
for Jerry Lee Lewis. The bayou
There's something for every- soned artist, he still can't crack
flavor of "Leavin" Louisiana in one in Quarter Moon, yet it re- the markets that his peers, the
the Broad Daylight" is enhanced mains consistently interesting. McGarrigles, Warren Zevon,
by ex-Band members Garth Hud- Harris' voice ranges widely over Jackson Browne and Randy Newson on accordion and Rick Dan- different kinds of materials, and man, sweep through handily.
Part of the reason for Wainko on fiddle and harmony vocals, the result is a mixed bag of counwright's popularity lag has been
and this song is one of the high- try-rock delights.
lights of the record,
—Michael S. Kimmel poor promotion, as evidenced by
Arista's stingy support (a single
Willie Nelson provides a wonderfully gruff harmony for the Michaels. Kimmel is a free-lance black-and-white trade ad in Billballad "One Paper Kid." And writer in Berkeley who reviews board) for his new record, Final
Exam. In Chicago last week, just
Harris also sings Utah Phillips' records for IN THESE TIMES.
one month into the promotional
tour, Davis unexpectedly withdrew all financial support, leaving the band Slow Train to return
east while Wainwright continues
west on his own. Another problem is his lyrics, which demand
close listening in an age when the
banality of "Stayin' Alive" songwriting has forced many listeners
to seek solace in wordless jazz.
But the primary reason for
Wainwright's lack of commercial
success is his inability to translate
the magnetism of his concert performances to vinyl. Although the
material on Final Exam is brilliant
on stage, the album itself is a
chore to appreciate. With the exception of his sterling Unrequited
to the Nth Degree, which combines studio cuts with live acts,
Wainwright hasn't yet been able
to put his irreverent sneer through
Loudon Wainwright HI, the Murk Twain of the '70s
radio speakers. Although all of
Loudon Wainwright HI sings and demand attention. They are his albums give a sense of what
songs about suicide, chlorinated sarcastic, pun-ridden and starkly he's about, Wainwright himself
pools, necrophilia, hockey, do- emotional without suffering the admits, "The best way to hear
mestic squabbles, crimes of pas- casualties of sentimentality.
me is to see me."
sion, unrequited love, golfing,
Male performers just aren't
So, after years of suffering reNew York City dog doo, religious capable of singing about love views that quote Hegel or Rimand political prophets past and with the same "sensitive" feel- baud to justify a recording artpresent and the lowliness of the ings of Anna and Kate McGar- ist's ho-hum talents, we simply
rigle (Wainwright's ex-wife), Em- offer this: We like(Wainwright;
American tourist.
But he is more than & prank- asylou Harris or Bonnie Raitt; once you've seen him, you will
ster on the rampage. A wry, cer- ihey are too awkward and their too.
—Paul Gregor
ebral wit, Wainwright is the Mark feelings too forced to be convinand Paul Engleman
Twain of the cynical '70s. His lyr- cing without lapsing into sticky Paul Gregor and Paul Engleman
ics shriek, mutter, stutter, whine sentiment. Wainwright sidesteps are free-lance writers in Chicago.
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1 am not a socialist, but I have
read IN THESE TIMES since the first
issue and have learned a lot from
its informative reporting and
analysis. Both as a newspaper and
as an attempt to explore democratic
socialist alternatives, I think IN
THESE TIMES should be required
reading for all
liberals."
Herbert Cans,
sociologist, author of
The Urban Villagers
and The Levittowners if

COMING SOON IN THESE TIMES
•Religion as a Subversive Activity—a special
issue
•Organizations for Working Women—a
report from a conference in Cleveland
•Labor Law Reform—a look at legislation
being considered by the Senate
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FILM

Pretty Baby is nice
but pretty short
on substance
PRETTY BABY
Written by Polly Platt and Louis
Malle
Directed by Louis Malle
Starring Brooke Shields, Keith
Carradine
Paramount Pictures, Rated R

takes her surroundings with a
large dose of cynicism, observing
the activities of her mother and
the other "working girls" with an
unblinking, jaundiced eye. Sex in
her world is as commonplace as
lunch. Being a virgin is tantamount to being made to go to bed
French director Louis Malle early—a sign that she is not yet
has a knack for exploring contro- one of the grown-ups.
versial subjects (mother/son inOn the big day of her First Cuscest in Murmur of the Heart; tomer, Violet, in mock wedding
French collaboration with the dress and veil, is paraded around
Nazis in Lacombe, Lucieri) with a room full of prominent Louisian intelligent blend of compas- ana gentry and sold to the highest
sion and humor that avoids both bidder—all of which she accepts
preachiness and bathos. His new- with a combination of girlish exest film, Pretty Baby, falls short citement and casual bravado. Far
of expectations, but not because from shrinking, Violet is as indeof its controversial topic, a 12- pendent, willful and resilient a fejrear-old prostitute in New Or- male character as we are likely to
leans, circa 1917.
see on the screen.
Malle has no difficulty handMalle doesn't ignore the tawdling the unusual. Instead of a help- ry side of her involvements, but
less, seductive turn-of-the-century he has taken great care to avoid
Lolita, his Violet (well played by any content that might resemble
Brooke Shields) is a rope-skip- "child pornography," concenping, wise-cracking tomboy who trating mainly on the characters'

Brooke Shields, as Violet, the 12-year-ol
mental and emotional conflict.
And yet Violet does not come
off as a completely developed and
believable child. Her aggressive
pursuit of and marriage to the intense, withdrawn photographer
(Keith Carradine) is stormy and
theatrical, but somehow devoid
of emotion. The two veer between
a father/daughter and a husband/
wife relationship. When Violet's
mother, now married and "respectable," returns to claim her
abandoned offspring, Violet cannot understand why they all can't
go home together.
Likewise, we are at a loss to

understand the beleaguered Bellocq's sudden passionate refusal
to surrender his child-bride, claiming that he "cannot live without
her."
It is as if once Malle has latched
onto his material, he can't decide
where to take it. The film grinds
away at a painfully slow pace. Its
focus is fuzzy, at times the child's
point of view, at times Bellocq's,
at times that of a gifted director
in love with an unfamiliar milieu.
The arty opulence and elegant
civility of the New Orleans of this
perioc fascinates Malle so that he
allows the camera to linger far too

The Greek Tycoon is a movie
with a message: If you don't mind
being crass, loutish and foulmouthed, it pays to be filthy rich.
This film's vulgarity should
not be underestimated.
Tycoon captures all the heartwarming scuzziness of the supermarket tabloids, where each week
another jet set romance ends (or
begins) with a bloody nose, a torn
designer gown or an attempted

suicide. The film leers at beauty,
fawns over wealth and worships
at the altar of power. It dreads
virtue and exalts venality, "sophistication" and sleaze.
Jacqueline Bisset and Anthony
Quinn portray the object and the
tycoon respectively. They are Jacqueline Kennedy and Aristotle
Onassis. The screenwriter has
given them other names and slightly changed the historical facts of
their lives, but only people suffering from premature brain death
will fail to recognize them as they
wend their way through the trials
and torments of Aegean cruises
and cocktail parties.
The film begins with the rise to
power of the Kennedy clan. Am-

—P. Hertel

P. Hertel reviews regularly for IN
THESE TIMES.
Strange and wonderful things
happen in Greece. Dishes .are
broken, calimari are consumed,
and Anthony Quinn dances J*fce_
Zorba the Greek. All this andmore, against a lavish island background, with occasional trigs to
Washington, D.C., cloakrooms
and New York discos.
And of course, there are tears,
anguish and anger, ftie richgie'
different, you know, hotter tempered than the rest of us. They are
allowed to say words like shit,
fuck and screw in public the way
ordinary citizens ask for change.
In the dictionary of this movie,
these are power words, words
that signal emotion, concern, and
love. The actors' faces do not.
—Max Powell Jr.
Max Powell Jr. is the son of science fiction writer Amaximander
Powell.

The filthy rich are also filthy
THE GREEK TYCOON
Directed by J. Lee Thompson
Written by Mort Fine
With Anthony Quinn, Jacqueline
Bisset, Raf Vallone, Ed Albert
Produced by Alien Klein and Ely
Landau; Rated R

long on scenes that cease to be
charming and quaint when repeated so often. He is so taken
with the picturesque veneer that
he has slighted the plot and the
characters.
Pretty Baby suffers from a lack
of direction and substance. Malle
has again succeeded in transforming a potentially ugly subjecjinto
a very human, sympathetic story,
but it is neither as bad or as good
as it might have been.

bitious Senator John gets summoned to Washington from a
party at the Onassis spread, where
Jacqueline and Ari have had their
first romance-filled meeting. Kennedy gets elected, establishes the
Camelot round table and then
gets shot. Following a brief period of mourning at Hyannisport,
Jackie runs off to make whoopie
with the tycoon.
The big cheese offers her a marriage which in essence reads: you
make love with me ten times a
month, don't express your opinions in public, and I'll pay for all
the emmenthaler and gruyere you
could possibly desire. It's whoredom, and the lady knows it, but
at least it's high-class whoredom.

CLASSIFIED
KANSAS CITY AREA READERS:
May 24 Chautauqua "Disarmament,
Now or Never" at the Foolkiller, 39th
& Main, 7:30 pm. $1 donation, free
child care. Sponsored by In These
Times Associates.
WHAT'S HAPPENED IN SOUTHEAST ASIA SINCE THE VIETNAM
WAR? Read THE SOUTHEAST ASIA
CHRONICLE—Vietnam, Rebuilding
the South; The Human Rights Issue;
Thailand Under Military Rule; Underdevelopment in Cambodia; Laos Recovers from America's War; $1.00
each, Dept. F, P.O. Box 4000-D
Berkeley, CA 94704. Free catalogue
of materials on Southeast Asia
available.
IN CHICAGO
The Midwest's largest selection of
Marxist and leftwing books and periodicals. Many titles in Spanish &
German. 20% discount on all new
books. Mail inquiries are welcome.
Tel. (312) 525-3667
11 to 7:30 p.m., 6 days

Guild
Bookstore

niSW.Armitage
Chicago, III. 6O614

IMPRESS YOUR FRIENDS with limited edition In These Times T-shirts!
Only eight left, size small (34-36).
$5 to ITT, 1509 N. Milwaukee Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60622.
GAY OPPRESSION AND LIBERATION, or HOMOPHOBIA: ITS CAUSES AND CURE. "A basic document
for building the future of a meaningful, vital peace community." Allan
Solomonow, WIN Magazine. $3.50
postpaid. ALSO-MOVING TOWARD
A NEW SOCIETY. "A bold, joyous,
creative outlook...for a different
America in the wider context of a
quest for a peaceful and just world
order." Richard Falk. $4.00 postpaid.
MOVEMENT FOR A NEW SOCIETY,
4722 Baltimore Ave., Box O, Philadelphia, PA 19143.
SEVEN DAYS—A major national
alternative magazine. Solid, independent-radical accounts of news:
international, national, culture, features and arts. See the whole picture. Special trial subscription offer: 15 issues for $9; 1 issue-$1.206
Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10010.
IN NEW YORK—A Sit-in for Survival.
Monday, June 12 at U.S. Mission to
the UN. Show your support for disarmament by participating in nonviolent civil disobedience. Sponsored
by Mobilization for Survival, 339 Lafayette St., NY, NY 10012. Call 212/
228-0450.

MARX, POULANTZAS, GRAMSCI,
et al.: large selection US & imported books: political economy, critical theory, phenomenology. GREAT
EXPECTATIONS BOOKSTORE,
911 Foster, Evanston, IL 60201 (312) 864-3881. Mail orders a specialty. (BAC & MC).
"THE HISS CASE, 1978: The Cold
War Revisited?" Panel discussion
•wih James Aronson, Maxwell Geismar, Carey McWilliams. Ronald
Radosh, Richard Walton. Friday,
May 26,7:30 pm at Schimmel Audtorium, 40 W. 14th St., New York.
Presented by the IPFA, Box 3080,
New York, NY 10017.
TYPESETTING: IN THESE TIMES is
now setting jobs at very reasonable
rates. IN THESE TIMES typefaces
and others on hand. Will set large or
small jobs. For stylesheet or estimate contact: In These Times, 1509
N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 4894444.
VIEWPOINT FORUM PRESENTS
Congress of the Spanish Communist Party. Observer ^Steve Nelson, Commander of the VALB, will
speak Friday, June 2,8 pm, at M.L.
King Center, 310 West 43rd St.,
NYC.
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CURRENT EVENTS CASSETTE
TAPES. Interviews with: Ralph Nader ($5.95); Victor Marchetti ($4.95);
James Meredith ($4.95). Feature
progriims on: American Indian Movement ($5.95); Civil Rights Today
($4.951); Nuclear Energy Debate
($5.9£); Alternative Schools ($4.95);
Feminist Issues (2 tapes $8.95); Heroin Addiction ($4.95); Food Co-op.
Organizing ($5.95). $1.00 postage/
handling on orders under $10.00.
Impact Tapes, P.O. Box 2278, Inglewood, CA 90305.
Tired of those back issues of ITT
piling up beneath the coffee table?
Pleass send us any spare copies of
ITT volume 1, #s 38, 39 and 40 and
we'll help you solve part of your
problem. ITT, 1509 N. Milwaukee,
ChiCc go, IL 60622.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR federated
com. org. So. Balto. area. Ind must
have sev yrs exp as grassroots organizer, familiar w issues in urban
neighborhoods. Supervisory and
fundraising skills. Ability to train
staff and leadership in skills to mainrg. Knowledge of Congress
org. Salary range $12,000 to
003,i, send resume and letter deng any previous community
xperience to COPO 1211
Wall St., Baltimore, MD 21230. EOE.

FOR THE COMMON GOOD-Finnish Immigrants, Their Radical
Response to Industrial America.
Editors: Dr. M.G. Kami and Dr.
Douglas Ollila. 235 pp. $6.95 plus
45<p mailing. Order from: TYOMIES
SOCIETY, Box 553, Superior, Wl
54880.
BOOKS PRINTED—Compugraphic
Typesetting. Biography Press, Rt. 1745, Aransas Pass, TX 78336.
_______FOR SALE_______
GARBAGE DRUMS—Buy 3 Get 1
Free. $7 each, free del. Chicago—
878-1245.
_____HELP WANTED_____
GUTSY, PERSISTENT INDIVIDUAL
needed to work as full-time fundraiser for In These Times. $900/
month against 10% of money raised.
Interested? Call and convince us
we should hire you. Nick Rabkin,
312/489-4444.
CORRESPONDENCE WANTED
Arthur Shelton, 106334, JRCC infirmary, State Farm, VA 23160.
James Walter Sanders, 026418, P.O.
Box 747, Starke, FL 32091.

